German Champion: Family Huwe from Neulussheim

Bernd (41)
Marion (43)
Hanna Lea (12)

- house owner
- house built in 2007
Energy saving measures before ECCC

• remedy of several construction defects (roof/windows)
• window foil on the attic floor
• heating control per room according to physical presence
• monitoring gas consumption
• hydraulic balance (heating system) etc. ...
Energy saving measures during ECCC

• private project “Minus 1000+”: reducing power consumption

• advanced monitoring of power consumption

• replaced halogen with LED bulbs

• installed PV modules (3,99 kWp) etc. …
Analysis + Incentive = Balance + Success

Step 1:
Analyse energy consumption and every single energy source

Step 2:
Compare with similar houses and the average household

Step 3:
Taking specific measures with balance of savings and comfort
- and: Don‘t forget the reward!